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Measurements of jet production in the photoproduction region at HERA are presented,
which are sensitive to the underlying event structure. It is argued that in the photoproduc-
tion region a significant amount of multi-parton interactions in the collinear factorisation
ansatz are needed to describe the measurement. A different approach for higher order
parton radiation (CCFM parton showers) can also describe the measurement.

1 Introduction

In proton-antiproton interactions, the underlying event structure has been investigated by mea-
suring particle production in a region transverse to the direction of the jets. It was found that
the measurements can be described only with Monte Carlo event generators (Pythia,Herwig)
using models of multi-parton interactions after elaborate tuning [1, 2, 3]. Similar effects are
expected to occur also in the region of photoproduction in ep collisions, where the photon is
resolved into a hadronic component and secondary scatterings can occur between the remnants
of the proton and the photon.

Experimentally it is not possible on an event-by-event basis to separate effects coming from
multi-parton interaction and those coming from higher order radiation: a higher hadronic
activity can come from more and harder partons radiated in the initial state, from effects of
hadronization, and from hard multi-parton scattering. Special observables, like the average
charged particle multiplicity, are used to search for effects in addition to the primary hard
scattering process. In order to get confidence in the various models which the data are compared
to, measurements are presented of multiplicities in both the hard and soft parts of the events.
The regions which are dominated by the hard interactions can be used as benchmark regions,
where Monte Carlo event generators supplemented with parton showers and hadronization are
expected to agree with measurements.

The measurements presented here are also of importance for the interpretation of LHC
results in terms of multiparton interactions and underlying event structures.

2 Models for the underlying event and multiparton inter-
actions

In collinear factorisation the partonic cross section σpart in lowest order is divergent, when the
transverse momentum of the outgoing partons becomes small. A transverse momentum cut
is usually applied to avoid this divergency. However, with high parton densities it can hap-
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pen, if the transverse momentum cut is low, that the partonic cross section: σpart(pt min) =∫
pt min

dpt
dσpart(pt)

dpt
becomes larger than the total cross section. To resolve this, the average

number of interactions can be defined [4, 5] according to 〈n〉 = σ(pt min)
part

σtot
and it is assumed

that more than one partonic interaction can happen within one electron-proton collision. At
HERA
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Figure 1: The γp cross section calculated
with Pythia using [6]. The vertical line in-
dicates σγptot at Wγp = 200 GeV.

energies ( Wγp = 200 GeV), the partonic cross
section calculated at LO in collinear factori-
sation becomes similar to the total photopro-
duction cross section at values of pt ∼ 2 GeV
(Fig. 1). This value is small enough not to af-
fect high pt jet cross section calculations but is
also clearly above the soft scale set by ΛQCD ≈
10−1 GeV. The details of the multiparton in-
teraction model used in the Pythia [4] Monte
Carlo generator, which is used in the presented
analyses, are described in [4, 5].

However, additional radiation from the ini-
tial state can also be expected from a differ-
ent parton shower mechanism as implemented
in the Cascade Monte Carlo generator [7]. In
this approach, no cut-off for the partonic cross
section is needed since the incoming partons are
treated off-shell.

3 The underlying event in photoproduction

In the following two different analyses are discussed: inclusive jet production at large transverse
momentum and a measurement of the underlying event in photoproduction.

3.1 Inclusive jet production

Inclusive-jet cross sections measured by the ZEUS collaboration for for Q2 < 1 GeV2 [8]. Jets
were identified in the laboratory frame using the kT -algorithm in the longitudinally inclusive
mode with Et jet > 17 GeV and −1 < ηjet < 2.5. The measured cross section as a function of
ηjet is shown in Fig. 2 and compared to predictions from the Pythia generator for different
cuts of pt min. It can be seen (Fig. 2 left) that a significant contribution from multi-parton
interactions as implemented in Pythiais needed, especially in the region towards the outgoing
proton remnant (large η). For higher ET values of the jet, the contribution from multiparton
interactions is smaller, as can be seen from Fig. 2 (right), since the NLO calculation is within
the experimental and theoretical uncertainties.

3.2 Measurement of the underlying event

The H1 analysis [9] of the underlying event follows the one of CDF [1]. The jet with the highest
transverse momentum, (using the kT -algorithm in the hadronic center of mass frame) defines the
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Figure 2: Differential cross section of inclusive jet in photoproduction for ET > 17 GeV (left)
and ET > 21 GeV (right). The data are compared with MC and NLO predictions.

azimuthal angle Φ∗=0 (Fig. 3). The region |Φ∗| < 60o is defined as the toward region, and is ex-
pected to contain all particles belonging to the leading jet. The jet with the second highest trans-
verse momentum is often inside the away region, which is defined by |Φ∗| > 120o. The away re-
gion is expected to host most of the particles which are needed to provide momentum balance in
the event. The fact that the jets are not required to be back-to-back implies that the phase space

Figure 3: The definition of
the various regions in az-
imuthal angle.

is increased for production of additional jets. The transverse
regions, 60o < |Φ∗| < 120o are those where contributions from
the primary collision should be relatively small and thus effects
from underlying events should be most visible. Event by event
a high activity- and low activity region is defined, depending on
which region contains the highest scalar sum of the transverse
momenta of charged particles.

The observable xγ , defined as the fractional longitudinal mo-
mentum of the photon carried by the parton involved in the hard
scattering, gives a handle to favour contributions from resolved
or direct photon processes. In resolved processes (xγ < 1) the
photon fluctuates into a quark pair and thus only a fraction of
the photon momentum is entering the hard scattering.

The transverse momenta of each of the two hardest jets in
the event are required to have ET jet > 5 GeV in −1.5 < ηlab <
1.5. The data are corrected for trigger inefficiencies, limited
detector acceptance and resolution.

The average charged particle multiplicity, 〈Ncharged〉, for dijet events in photoproduction is
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as a function of the transverse momentum of the leading jet, ET jet1,
for the different azimuthal regions. The measurement is separated into a resolved and a direct
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photon enriched region by applying the cuts xobsγ < 0.7 and xobsγ > 0.7, respectively.

Figure 4: Average charged particle multiplicity in photoproduction as a function of the trans-
verse momentum of the leading jet, ET jet1, for the toward and away regions (upper and lower
plots, respectively) and for the low and high xobsγ regions (left and right, respectively). The
data are compared to Pythia with and without the MPI model as well as to the Cascade
predictions with two different proton parton densities.

The average particle multiplicities, 〈Ncharged〉, for the data range between 4-8 particles in
the toward and away region (see Fig. 4), and between 0.5-2.5 particles in the transverse regions
(see Fig. 5. In the toward and away region 〈Ncharged〉 increases with the transverse momentum
of the leading jet, ET jet1. In the transverse regions the behaviour is opposite but much weaker
with a decrease of the average multiplicity from the lowest to the highest ET jet1 bin. The
particle multiplicity is slightly higher in the toward region compared to the away region, and
significantly higher in the high activity region than in the low activity region. In Fig. 4 the
data in the toward and away regions are compared to different MC predictions. The charged
particle multiplicities, which in these regions are expected to be dominated by the hard process,
are very well described by Pythia if contributions from MPI are included. Cascade which
does not simulate any multiparton interactions, but is based on a different evolution scheme
for the parton showers, also describes the data fairly well, although somewhat worse in the low
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Figure 5: Average charged multiplicity in photoproduction as a function of the transverse
momentum of the leading jet, ET jet1, for the transverse high and low activity regions (upper
and lower plots, respectively) for the low and high xobsγ regions (left and right, respectively).
The data are compared to Pythia with and without MPI as well as to the Cascade predictions
with two different proton parton densities.

xobsγ region. Please note, that Cascade has no explicit resolved photon contribution included.
The data in the low and high activity transverse regions are shown in Fig. 5. The models

are somewhat underestimating the data in the resolved enriched region. Like in the toward and
away regions, we see that also here the contribution from MPI in Pythia gives a significantly
better description of the data especially for the small xγ in the high activity region(Fig. 5).
Cascade describes the data in the high xobsγ region, but predicts a too low charged particle

multiplicity in the low xobsγ region.

4 Conclusion

Measurements of jet production in the photoproduction region at HERA show that a signifi-
cant part of the the cross section is not well described by leading order Monte Carlo generators
in collinear factorisation. NLO calculations are in agreement with the measurement within
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the quoted experimental uncertainty at large ET jet. A dedicated measurement of the average
charged particle multiplicity in jet events in photoproduction shows that in the transverse region
(compared to the jet direction) the contribution from the underlying event becomes significant.
Different approaches for the parton showering to simulate higher order corrections differ sig-
nificantly. Thus the amount of multiparton interaction needed to described the measurements
depends very strongly on the underlying approach to simulate higher order parton radiation.
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